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INTERACTIONS BE'IWEEN MOLECULES ADSORBED ON A SURFACE 

Oktay Sinanoglu* and Kenneth s. Pitzer 
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory and College of Chemistry 

University of Cald.fornia, Berkeley 4, California 

August 1959 

ABSTRACT· 

UCRL-88:?5 

The intermolecular potential energy between two inert gas molecules 

is considerably altered when t.hese mole-cules are next to a solid surface 

as in physical adsorption~ The change in the interaction is evidenced 

by the additional long range repulsion that is often observed between 

the molecules of a monolayer and also by the additional attractions that 
! 

must play a role in multilayer formation. 

In this article, the "two molecule-surface potential" is derived 

from quaqtum mechanical third order perturbation theory. It is shown 

that ~his pqtential consists of two parts just as the energy giving 

the van der Waals.attraction of a single molecule to a surface does. The 

first part exists only when t.he surface has a net electrostatic f:l,.eld 

and this is equivalent to the classical polarization effect. The second 

part arises from the fluctuations of the surface fields and is of the 

U • II . 
same origin as the d~spersion forces. The third order energy, i.e., 

the new iritermoiecula:r interacti.on caused by the surface, is directly 

related to the zero-co~erage heat of adsorption and except for this 

experimental quantity, the results do not require specific a~sumptions 

about the surface. Thus, the theory is applicable to either metal or 
I 

insulator surfaces. When both the two molecule-surface and the one 

* University of California Predoctoral fellow 1958-1959· 
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' - ' ~ . 
molecule-surface interactions are available experimentally (for exl;l.IIlple,, 

from the application of virial coefficients,-treat.ment in physical 

adsorption) the electrostatic field of the surface can be estimated. 

The "fluctuation" or "dispersion" part of the third order energy 

is shown to yield a repulsion betveen two molecules in a "monolayer" 

that amounts to 20 - 40~ of the gas phase Lennard - Jones potential 

minimum, € • The· same energy yields an additi.onal attraction of about 
-o 

10 - 20% of € when the two molecules are on top of one another as in 
-o 

multilayer formation. The theory is applicable also when more than two 

molecules at a time need be considered on the surface. 

',/ 
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A) Zntrod.uetio~ 

Physical adsorption ts characterized by relatively weclt forces . 

as compared to chemisorption and it might be considered a process 

in Yhieh both the adsorbed molecules and the a.daorbent surface remain 

quite unchanged. Thus the van dar tva.als forces that cause physical 

adsorpti<m can be understood tor the most part through the use of 

quantum mechanical :perturbation theory. The theory ot these :forces 
. 1, 

between molecuJ.es has been revieved by Margenau and some recent 

----

consid.eration.s by P1tze:o .. 2 Extensive reviews on the forces t.bat 

2x. s~ Pitz~;r "Advances in Chemical Physics, II Vol. n,. Interscience 

Publso.fi N. Y..,~ (l959)J or see 1:. s. Pitzer$ TJCRL..8395 ·(Se;pt~.ll 1958). 

3J. lio de Boer, Advanees in Cs.te.l;tsi_!~ VIII.~> 29 (1956). 

4s. Brune.uer, nTh.e Adsorption' of Gases and VapOrsp II ;rinceton University 

Press; Princeton (l9~B)J pe 18o. 
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Some interesting phenomena such as the formation of m.onolayers 

and multilayers on an adsorbent involve the forces between adsorbed 

molecules themselves as well as with the surface. Such forces can 

be investigated through the application of statistical. mechanics to 

experimental measurements especially in physical adsorption, and 

although this is difficult when the adsorbate is dense, it becomes 

particularly sUitable in the dilute case, i.e. relatively hiGh 

temperature adsorption making use of a theory similal:' to the virtal 

coefficients treatment of imperfect gases .. 5 By such a method 1 t 

t: 

Ja) Wo A. Steele and G. D. Halsey., Jr., J. Chem. Phys., ~~ 979 (1954); 

see also, b) M. P. Freeman, J. Phys. Chenh; tt~ 729 (1958). 

is possible to investigate the adsorption of essentially one molecule, 

two molecules~ etc.. at a. time on a surface and the potential energies 

ot :interaction involved in each case .. 5 

Such experimental. evidence has long shown3'5b that two inert 

gas atoms adsorbed into a monolayer display a rather different 

potential energy between themselves as compared to their energy 

when they are in the gas phase~ i ... e .. the presence of the surface 

apparently causes a new long range repulsion to appear between the 

two tn()l.ecules of the monolAyer and this repulsion tends to ·counter-

balance their usual London attraction$ On the other hand, in multi.., 

layer :fonna;tion additional attractions must exist. These 



•• 
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obsen+ations are not ex.pl.a.ine.ble :tn t¢nns of second order pe:rturba.tion 

theory ot long range fot>ces., This tb.eor,y predicts tha.t the total inter"' 

action between a syetem of adsorbed molecules and the surface tnust be 

"pairwise eddit~ves" hence the interaction between molecules would be 
. I 

unaltered. ~ repulsion in the monolayer has usua..ll;r been ascribed:; 

to the dipoles pemanently induced in the non.-.polar molecules by an 

electt'Ostatic field that is knoWn to be present on meta16 and charcoal.; 

surfaeeth ~e ma.gnit\ide of these induced. dipoles can be inferred3 

trom the non ... ideal behaVior of the adsorbed two~·d.imensional ges if 

the entire additional repulsion in the presence of the surface is 

attributed to this classical. el.ect~sta.t1c effecto .However the 

values so obtained usua.lly seem to be too high in comparison to the 

estimates trom. measured contact potentials6 and work tunction lowering .. 7 

It is apparent that part of the "many .. bod.y" repulsion must be caused 

by a. mechanism other than ord.:i.na.ry electrostatic polari~ation• 

Ma,ny ... bQd.y ~ees between spherical, inert molecules have been 

investigated quite extensively. When ov~rlap effects are negligible 

these forces arise for the most part from the ''triple~clipole n 

interaction in third order perturbation theory. These 11 three .. body
11 

forces have been reviewed extensively$ along with their application 
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8
T .. K~~ 1

'Advances in Chemical. FhysicsJJ" Vol •. I 1 Xn~:rseience 
Publs., N .. Y" (1958).; pe 267; "~iple...aipole~ energy was first 

diseussed. by B. Mo Atil.rod. and Eo ~Uer9 t" Ch$o ~,o1 .tt,$ 299 

(1943h Ald.lrod, tbiel...e 19j 719 (1951,). 
-- f'V 

A recent discuss :ton nth ref'e;-ence t¢> colloidal patttcles has been 

given by Spa7i'naay .. 9 AlthoUgh the ti~ee<~>body force bet.-ween three 

molecules is quite small, it is to be e~cted that torces of 

similar origin should becQine! ap~c:!Lable $ as eompa.lfed. to the 

interaction between two molecule$, ~n the third bod¥ is a large 

:tt · the two molecules overlap» then even :tn seeond. Olrder 

perturbatiQn appreciable t~m.ny ... l»Cl.y tq~ces sh.Quld arise as show 

by Jansen and McG:tnnies10 fot" three l9-toms" However.h> 'lf¢ $haJ.l. 

---
assume that this effect is patt of the eb.a.tlge that w.ust take 

place in the short<tirange .repUl.siV'e region of the inte%100lecular 

i . 



potential and c()ncern ourselves With non=overl.e.p, long~ 

intet>aQtions., 
• 
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litghe~ order perturbati~ b.a:ve been studied by !a.d.en using 

. p- .. ~: ~ 

. 
for a system of a fer~ molecules the perturbation ser:t.es converges 

quite rapidly and more ldll be l3a1d about eonve:rgence i.n Section£* 

ln. the tollawiilg we shall give a general derivation of some 

forces that arise between spherical (hence non .. polar) molee~s in 

the p~senee of~ semi . ..,infinite solid. 11Surfaee" {metal or insulator) 

based on a. third order perturbation tteatment., Since in this order 

the energy is "triple ... wise" ad.d.itive11 (see end of Seetien £) it 
will be necessary to consiQ.er only the system of two molecUles and 

the surface. We shall shoW that9 just as 1n the ease of van der 

Waals' energy between one molecule and the surtace » :5 the en~gy of 

two Jn.Oleeules and the surt"aee ts eQO:,pOsed of an "elec'b'ostati.e" 

part and a quantum..znechaniea.l '1tl.\t4tu.a.tion" o:c 11dispersi()fi0 pa.rto 

Moreove:r1 it Will be found that each part ot the 11three.,baay'' 

energy- ean be related direet:t.y to the eo:n:esponding part ot the 

one moleeul.e adsorption ene;rgy. Wh\W it is often pOSsible to 

obtain the potential energy of 1nteraetion between two molecules» 

physieally adsorbed on a surte.ee, :Ln terms o:f the eXpertmentel 
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zero ... eoverage heat of adsorption~ ~· On the other hand th~ present 

treatment enables one to estimate the 11 electrostatic" traction of ~' 
• 

when both !'o and. the 11Surfa.ee :intetm.olecule.r potential" are available 

experlmentall.yit The intimate eonneetion between ·these two energies 

makes :it necessary to discuss ftrst the ian: d.er Waals energy of a 

single molecule on e. surface With e~ta on the a.ppliea.t1® of 

some of the existing theories before going into the derivation ot 

the '1t\rp molecuJ.e ... surta.ee" potential,. 
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8) SeeQnd. Order Ea_m 

Let us consider the most general ~vation of the van der Waals 

att:ract:tQD. ener€'3 between a spherical~ non~polar tnQleeule su.ch as a 

rare gas atQD and any solid 11thich li!!xtenda trGm minus te plus infinity 

in the ! and z directionsb defining tb.e surface planei and. :ts semi.., 

infinite in the perpenci1cula.r e direction. We shall 't;.lSe straight ... -
to~ pe;rtu.rbation theory.; lt the adso:r'bed molecule is not too 

large, the perturbation ea.n be written as 

l • "'*'.'" ·· " F ~ <1\tl (l) 

vhei"e Itt ls the instantaneous dtJ;lOle moment ot the molecule e.n.d .tJ_ is 

the tnstantaneous ell.!otrie t'iel.d prodUced by all the el.eet~tts and 

nuclei ol th$ :solid at the eente~ of molecUle; lo ~ unpa:t'tu;rbed - . 

rf=H1. +H .· s (2) 

·i.e. aum ot the parts describing the molecule and the surface separately. 

Where overlap is negl:lgible9 the system 'flill be represented 'by 

1 .e~ the prcduet of unpenur'bed t~ave ~cticns f'or tb.¢ mt)leeu.le a.nd. 

the ~e~ When (1) is applied sa the perturbing potential cm (2) 

and (.;), the first order energy vanishes. But the second orde:r energy 

becomes 



Bla,~(2) • L: 
(p~''i') F 0 
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6 +& 
op O'f 

where .e,.; .!. refer to the various un.pe~\UI'bed energy states .gf the 

UCRL-8835 

(4) 

molecule and th~ , ~'sut'f'ace" (tneaning the semt ... :tntini te S<>lid.) respeet,i vely 1 

and ~' s denote the excitation energies to these various states. Now 1 it 

we assume that the ! 1 s can be replaced by some 1tnea.n :elteite.tion energies 11 

and use ttl$ "lations 

·G> 

E t < q I fa I p > 1
2 

* < ~ l J ~ 12 
I 0 > !!! < I ~l 1

2 > 00 ( 5) 

p•O 

/ tJ. .. ·ix"' ""- . /oo a ; 
l 

(6) 

The first texm is simply the el~c't;tostatie polarization of the molecule 

due ·to a net field <,tt)¢0 over the surface~ 'l'his field would be zero 

if the solid were unitonn up to its surface,~~ as is roughly the case for 
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an insulator... But on a. metal it ari~s from an etfeetive ·dipQ~ 

!aye~ on the surface caused 'by- eltot~ l~e through the surface 

type of' tol"ce ~ The phyaioal meaning o'£ this force becomes clearer 

if we write 

'l'hus the second tem of Eqo (7) may be looked upon as arising from 

the additional polat'1Z&tion ot the molecule due to the non .... ve.nishing 

ot the mean square of the fluctuations of the ''surface" electric field 

e.bt'>ut its avet"Sge val.ueb And of cou:rse, when the thermal motion ot 

the nuclei in the sol,id is negligiblej these fluctuations are due 

primarily to the quantum motion ot t~ .electt"Ons" In fact 8 Eq. ( 8) 

can be written14 in terms ot t:t~t e.nd. second order ·density matrices 



for the electrons after mak.1ng the ]lorn ... Oppenheime:t appro;x;lmation; 

in a fo;<m most U$etul \ii').en the solid is a. metal.. Hwever we must 

be cautious 11l'ith this inte~ta.tion of the second term of Eq. (7) 

due to the presenee of the facto:r ·(<>1Jto1 + &J) 9 .If tor a. metal 

the f:t;>ee ele¢t~ .model is adopted. and. ~ s assumed negllgi ble compax-ed. 

to o1.ll ·!;iS ~ d.Qne by frosen and Sacll$.9 l5 this factor is u.ility ·!liald.ns 

the above ·1nte%preta.tion cc>rrect3 :t.e .. only the molecule is polarit.ede 

However3 the presence of a qUite large &
6 

as in·insulators and real 

mete.l.s; in e,ttect accounts for the p6le:rite.t1on ot the "surta.ce!'" in 

turn by the 'molecule. 

Now1 sll the tormulas'i4 tha~~:.e used tO'I/' either 1n$u.lators ·or 

meta.l.s can be shown to f'oUw directly or indi:t<ectl.y frqm the general 

expression Eq., (7).. When the 11Sut'face" is &n! insulator,~ Eq. {8) 

can be evaluated by suntming (or inte~ting) the contrlbut:t.ons .tram 

each tllOlecul.e or section that makes up the solid considering these 

as fluctuating dipoles" Then the qver...s.U van d.er Wa.al.$ attraction 

can be obtained directly from one of the formulas1 "'4 which ~.ve the 

intermo12cular dispersion energy ($uch as Lond.on''t!a K.it'kfloOd.,.Mfluer's, 

etc .. ) using empirical. quantities su¢11 as polarize.bilities and die.<~> 

magnetic $tiSceptibillties.. Although a metal should be treated :tn 

terms of metallic electrons and it seems at .ti~st thought that ~t 

eouJ.d._ not be divided into sections, the cons1de'rat:ton of' e1eetron 
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correlation14 has been shown to lead to essentially the same result 

as though the mete.! behaved as an insulator made up of sections of 

,_1.. ~. 1 oseil~t ng d. poles o With these considerations n mind;P an estimate 

ot the toto.lp()tential. between one molecule and the surface (ana the 

heat ot adsorption) can be obtained by assuming the usual Lennard

Janes [12-6) potential, frequently used in imperfect gas theory, l7 to 

17 See for ex.ample~ 

Ii1rsch:telctsr9 Curtiss and Bird1 ''Molecular Theory of Gases and Liquids, n 

John Wiley and Sonsli Inco, New York (1954) o 

hold between a portion of the solid and the molecule and 1ntegrat1nge18 

18 . . . . 
To t. Hill, J. fhls• Chein~~ 6';P 456 (1959). 

The result Which we shall need later is 

U(lt) • ...2,_ U . o "? 1 . o \;;) le t (r · J 
215 o ir) "l ·!5' . R) 

(9) 

with R the distance from the molecul.e to the surface and. e , r the 
- 0 0 

parameters of the tennard-Jones [ 12-6 J potential.17 Notice that at the 

minimum, !t
0

, the a.ttraeti ve portion of energy is simply 1. 5 times ~~ 
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the heat of' a.d.sotption at zero cc:>V~rageo 

'fue ~tude of the ,Van. der Weals attraction between a Jllolecu.le 

and a s~ce can be estilnated by the use <;>f the "non•ttUlicu or 

metaUie type formulas some ot vhieh- have cited above• (~ese 

formula$ Vill 'b~ mentioned here on!y ·by name; the ;NladA;~r is referred 

to the general references given .tor ®tails .. ) Such estlma:tes are 

usually fount\ to yield V$lues tor the heats of adsorpifi<>n~ 4 .i)l9 

l9 ·. . .. ., ·· · · · D ·~'~ " & · . 1...-.. 6·· 680 ( 9) Ro Ao P..,;el"Qtti and Go . ii H~seyp ~ro~ Jo P_s. P~Wi>iJ ~~ .. · .. 195 0 

however3 which are too lw,* A sWla.r situation bas existed .in the 

compa:rison e:t c>bsewed. .e.nQ. CBJ.oul.a.ted. van ~r Waals e.ttre,cti.ons between 

two m.olecul.eso20 R¢centlya bmreV$1",9 in ·connection with :tond.ot1. .lforces 

2°K. s. :fitzer1 "Qwm.tum Chetniatey/' .P:rentiee Halla No Yo 1 (1954); 

P• 3}9;, 

it has been shown2
P
21 that the trouble often lies in the ~'si t...'le 

2lw. E. Donath.ji Uniwt'sity ot Calltorrda.p Ph-. n. thesis {1958) a.t'ld 

UCRL-8385 (July 21, 1958) • 

"mean excitations energies • ..- 'l'hese alp.o occur in Eqo (7) e.nd in most 

ot the specific f'onnulas mentioned above. In e.dsorpt:tOli as well as 



be a~tely equal to the :tont~tion potentialsi !e neeent 

eonside:t"ations sb.$W2120~21 tba.t in ·ttlQ~ than tvQ eleetrM a.tQl:llS 

electron correlation raises the a blf ~ tactor ot a.'bou.t 2.1 higher 
. cptiD ' .. . 

than !• It tl'tl.l$t be pointed out he~ that th~ use ot this :p:rope~ ! 
(for the tn()~culea and poss;t'bl.y tor the solid.) wUl bring the 

"inaula.tor<l;>t~" a4sorpt1on ~«rg.y f~s such e.s London e s into 

quite gqod. ~t 'tdth ~nt.. Slate~.iir!arood :tormul.a.2~ 19 

imro1ves .It t~ n'tlllber o.f eleet~ns 1n the wter shell of' moi~cules~ 

inStead ot !; he~ ! should be :re~ as an empiriee.l. ~ter and 

"etf'ect1ve" V1ll.ues used..2 ICi;rkVo()d~er fot'XD.Ula2~4pl9 d,QeS not 

conte.1n ·a:tr'/ of these "pa.t"mlleter$" a.na although it is strtctly valid 

. f~r spb.~ical.· systems.9 2· it i.s still q~~ successtul in aQ.sr;n<ptiono l9 

:tn the rest of this ax-tiel.e~ ve shell use the a:ppropl'iete molecular 

a 9s (2.1 t) instead of I wherevexo they occur. ... .. . .,.,. - . . 

UCRL-8835 

~ fo~s derived from Eqe (7) and Eq" (8) strictly for 

tnetaJ.s14
$
16 also predict ~a.ts Which e.:t'e too smau .. 19 ltere the 

:tncrea.se in !,1 bas a smeller e:tt~ct on !f;>. How~ve7:.a it should be 

recalled. that the !. 1 e appe~:f.ng as the main feature in both Bard.een • $ 14 

and. ~genat;t and. Pol.latd •e16 to~ vere derived14 tor monovalent 

metal.$ neglecting the ettect ot t~ peri,oQiQ potential of the 

lAttielill ·and.. the eft'El:Ot ot the p\)larizab1U:t-y ot the ion c:ores. 

Thus9 such to~ shw14 m:>t be a»PU~ to, tt>r inste.neei t:rM$ition 

mets.J.s that have 1ncomplet$ _!"?$hell$ t!ntd. tnight show very ~ 
11
1nner 

corf! n ~fteats. 
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the 1QW ·~a ~dictett few the heats ot $ii.Sorptton o1f tbe 

theori~s ~:bove, in the way that they e.r~ often applledp h:tve 

induced d.iscussiolJ.6 of another t~e of tmo<$t i.~(h tl$ r·~-~"" , 
transf@" ·22 t~ee e.s cQntributing to li'$Ji de:' va.ats ~~ion Qn 

tJCRL-8835 

metals~ liow~r1 in view of the lack of a suff'iciE;!D.t~ quantitative 

treatment ot these torees 1n adsorption SLd consid~ the 

preceding discuseion6 ve .shall e.ssune that van. cler Waals attraction 

of non..,pol.ar molecules to metals as well as to insulatot-G :is g:t:ven 

./1 __ ..,._.,~,1.. '1:1{:2) ·~E· .(.·7" 
pr ~a....., ·"'Y =:.ls o,~, q., 1 • 
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C) The Third Order EE1rtg 

Nowi it' instead of a single inOlecule on the 0 Surface" severul 

molecules are conside~d, no n.e'W eftects arise in the ncm .. overlap 

second order perturbat:Lono The potential energy of the system is 

simplY the s1.llh o:f London attractions1 between molecules and their 

individual van der Weals attractions to the surface as given by 

Eq. ( 7). To see the effect of the surface on the long range inter

action between molecules we must turn to the third order term of 

the p;!t"'"turbation series. lf ~ as we haC!, done for the second order 

term in Eq. (1), we consider the adSorbed molecules to be quite 

SW:i.ll1 e.nd c.t'ter expanding the instantaneous potential of the 

molecules i11 tnultipole series in the usucl. fashion, 1 take only the 

leading dipole terms, the interaction operator between two molecules 

and the surface bll'tcomes 

(10) 

where again !:t and !2 are the instantaneous electr:l.e fields produced 

at the centers of the molecules .! and g respectively, by a given 

distribution ot all the electrons and nuclei that make up the solid. 

It,' s are the instantaneous dipole ll!Ol'OOnts of the molecules (here we 

always mean inert gas atoms or other small quasi...a;ph.erlcal molecules) 

given by e ~ r. 3 i.e. summing the radius vectors of' all the electrons 
{ J. 

of' a given atQlll• The last term of' Eqo (10) is the d:tpole.,.dipole o-

perator £or the interaction between two molecules vi th the tensor; ~ z. ) 

given by 

UCRL-8835 
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. 
1 (11) 

A 
,t12 is the unit vector along ,t12, the d.ista.nee between the two 

molecules as shown in Fig. 1. 

With the i ot Eqso (10) or (1) the third order energy becomesg2; 

. 
2
3In gene® gC3) vtill haVe an additiotla.l term wlrl.ch is different 

in different ;perturbation theories (see: .Morse and Feshbn.ch, 

1'1-'Iethod.o o:f: Theoretical :Physics, n Vol. J:l1 McGraw Hill Co., H. Y.; 

( 1953)); however this term vanishes in our case because of the 

dipole selection I'Uleso 

E(3) = I I 
n fo 0 m F n,o 

(12) 

This enc1·G'Y vanishes for one moleetlle ant1 the surface, i.e. for i_ 

given by Eq. (1). I:f on the other ha.nd1 Eq. (10) is substituted 

into By_. (12), each matrix element thereJ can be written as a sum 

of three. terms and since the eigensta.tes of the system are taken 

in the product form as in Eq. (3) (With each factor forming an 

orthonormal set) c. typical matrix element is of the form 
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where again _23 e. ! label the various eigenste.tea of molecttlea ! and g 

and the entire solid (including all the nuclei and electrons that 

Ill.ake it up), t'e$pectively.. <~ ~;? etco are Kronecker deltas only 

here and shou14 not be contused with the excitation energies in Eq~ (4), 

Eq. (5) and in the forthcoming eqUAtions.) 

such matrix elements in Eq. (12) and using' the dipole selection rules 

for spherical molecules» 24 it. can be seen that only certain cQ111bine.t1ons 

24ta.ndau"' L1ftschitz6 ~'l:fon=relativistic Quantum Meche.nies9 '' Addison .. 

Wesley Pu.bl. Coe.i' Reading; Massachusetts (l958).o 

of transitions giving rise to such terms as 

• T <! <1&. ·""I ·~12 .. ~~·A o 

with &
1 
. .tfoo) = Ep - E0 and similar1 u t) tor the surface-. \ .r 1. 1 *'<1 ""'$ "' 

contribute to the sum (Eqo { 12H o The derivation follows elong 

quite similar lines to that given by Kihar3.8 for three moleculeso 

There are two types of terms designated by transitions such as 

I ' ooo -> poo -> pa o -> ooo 

J (14) 
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and 000 -> octo -> p'ao --> 000 
\.-J ~ \..-..rJ ~ 

0 n .m 0 

in which only the grot.U:ld state of the aol.id is involved, and. siJc 

types ot terms correepGnding to different double transitions in 

each matriX eletnent, sueh as 

The nUUietators of these six are all equivalent (Eq. (14)) but four 

of the denomina.tors (of the fona {el + o2)(ol + os)) are d:i.ff'crent 

from tl1e other two (of the form (o1 + 5
8 

)(o2 + 5
6
)). After using 

nmean excitation energies n and polarizabilities for the molecules 

(Eqs. (5) and (6)) as had been done .tor E~;> previously, the result 

iS} 

or 

. (~) E .. I">.. !Ill ,;1.4;;s 

(l5a) 

{15b) 

where for·convenience we have assumed molecules 1 and 2 to be identical. 

In 2.rri ving at this resul.t use has been made of relations of the type: 
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. , (17) 

and l il'l Eq.- (.lS) still t"efers to an eigenstate of the ~emi-intinite 

solid as a vhOle. 

"!'he meaning o:f Eqo (15) is similar to that of Eq. (7) O.iscussed 

previously. Again the first pert, E(3) (e .. s .. for electrostatic) 
e.oS• -

exists only when the s~aae possesses a net average electrostatic 

field <~"' and within the 4\~tion of Eq •. (6),p i.ej; the ) """'/oo) 
substitutlon ot a.~o pol.a.rizabillty 2.nto Eq" U.6)p it i.s the same 

as the ela.ss1es.l interaction betrle~li ·tfi'O· pe1"ttla.nentl.y in4uoed dipoles 

and already has been eotl$:ldeted by ·de »oer .. 5 'l'he seaond pa-rt E~~ 
involving the sum 

<!J.· ~ -'!! . .&aka ~ 1.2~ ~ k €::lJ.~ -<ta~ . 
!}<l:l o ~~ • .ti~o (18) 
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.is agail'l. of the ndiapersion" c;~r "tluctuation'• type. When 5 is small, . . -s 

it represents the interaction resulting i'rom the additional a:tmultaneous 

polarization o~ the molecules by the in phe.se fl.uetuations of the 

"aurta.ce" fields e.t the pGintliil 1 and 2. - -
i'he i'electrostat:i.c" or average t.Lelds in Eq. (15) must be in the 

~ ... direction (see Fig. l) whenever theY eXist2 on $.aeount .Q:f' the 

symmetry in the xy-pl.ane, so that the eleat~te.tic energy in Eqo (15a) 

is given by 

(19) 

and si."llilarly we have from Eqo (7) 

. - 2 
0:.1 / ) . F z 
2 "' l . 00 

(20) 

When one of these energies is known the other is obtainable by the 

· /F~' 3 appropriate elimination of""- /' s. 

On insulators Eq. (19) and (20) ere usuaJ.ly un.important3 and 

"fluctuation" ene:rgies constitute the primacy effeci>s. On metal and 

charco2.l surfaces both e.,. and tl• energi.es must be taken. :i,nto · - -
accou..'1.t. The di·scuss:ton of §.(3) and ~(2 ) in ·~l.ation to one ane>ther 

when e.s. terms ere not negligible Will be deferred until. the end 

of this section, ioe. until after a detailed derivation ot what -we 

have ceJJ.ed the ":fluctuation11 energy between adsorbed. molecul.es;to 

which we now turn: 
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,<1 ', 
I 2 T -----r-' ---+---+,-+ 
\ I 

' .... ..,./ '12 

MU-17844 

Fig. 1. Coordinates used in the general derivation of E( 3). 
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The "fluctuation" parts of Eqso (7) and (l5a.) are given by 

and 

81(251·~ OS.} C< -.. "~· .. < F · .·. .. 3 F, 
1':1 ""'l "-'• 

2(8 + a )~ ~ 
·1 s 

vhere the summations over the eigens~tes of the solid not including 

the " = 0 ground state have been indicated by < )T ~ Eqo; (2ib) 

follows from the equivalence of the ~ and l. coordinates over the 

"surface o " 

-:.'\ . 2. denoting the angle between .,!12 and the noma.l to the surfacea The 

coordina.te axes have been so chosen that 2. is a.1cmg the normal 

and the ! ! ... plalie eontains 1'12 (Fig•l)o Not~ce ·also that e .. g. < 'f ~ )r is identical with< Pi ~ )oo he.. the expectation 

(2la) 

(2lb) 
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value QV~r the ground state ct the solid, because( F1x )oo is 

zero. (se¢ Eqs"" {8) and (1~,)). Eq., (2:;) can be aimpll:fied. considerably 

by noting that< rl;-2z )oo ~ ,( ,1;,2lt )oova.nish becau.se tis 
an odd function in all the x ... coordinates involved (i«>e., a.U electrons 

and nuclei of the solid).. In oodi~ion, the matrix elements 1 (r 1 'fLg 2 x )r 1 • • • 1 

(Fi.g., 1); iae• the pointe l and 2 can be brought - -
on top of one another along the nol"ll;lal to the su:rt'ace passing through 

the mid-.point ! of ,t12 o This approximation can be partly justified 

in the :tollQWing ruannerl 

Since the states of the soU.d1 w 01 wT " .. ,; ~ 

set, we have as in Eq. (18) 

f'om an orthonormal 

(24) 

and sinlilarly tor !; and r.~ Now because of translational symmetry 

the o~r.,.,aJ.l eigEJ;nsta.tes describing the solid must be of generalized 

Bloch function tonnj :t~~~eo~ 

(25) 

where R denotes the cooll'dinates of all the electl"Qns and. nuclei, -
~ T is a generalized wave vector and ~1 ·.a. periodic function oft 

depending on the symmetry of the solid. Thus the matr:l.x elements 

such as ( F 1 ~ )o,. nll be of the fornu 

(26) 
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F 1 z is the sum ot the instantaneous elect~ic tield.s of all the electrons 

and nuclei 1n the solldr and these el~t:rcns and nuclei may be 

assumed to be qUite unif'Oi'mly distributed a.t all instanceso '.Chis 
"""""""' 

a.ssumptiort allott1s u.s to consider ll as a nearly ''pe:riodic" operator 

in the sense that it all the electrons and nuclei were to be 

translated by a lattice constant in the ~ or z directions9 it 

would remain quite unchangedo Xn this ease 9 according to group theory, 

only those matrix elet11ents (Eq& (26)) for Vbi.ch the ~(x6y) equals 

l 25g26 zero vou d,be nonva.n1sh1ng., Even though this selection rule is not 

25Ne F. Notti!! H.- Jones, "?nle 'l'heo:ry ot the Properties ot Metals and 

Alloys 9 " Re~t&d by Dover l?\lbl., lnc .. p No Yu; (19;6); p .. 59o 

2~ .. · Tinkhamp "Advanced Quantum Mecha.ntcs of A toms P Molecules and 

Solids~" Ao So U. c., Sto:re9 Universi,ty of Ca.lifomia9 Berkeley (1958); P• 94o 

rigorously applicable here because lJ. is not really a "periodic" 

operator; nevertheless it suggests that the greatest contribution 

~ Eqo (24) will come from excitations for which the generalized 

wave vector~ :(x,,y) in the ! z plane is approximately unchanged.. It is 

interesting to rlote that even when the crude frae.,electron 

approlt1Jnation 1.s made when the solid is a metali a similar conclusion 

can be shown15 to follow; itt this case where the assumption of the 

periodicity ot .tJ_. ~t be made at a.u.~~ Eq. (26) reduces to a single 

electron matri~ element imrol ving ordinary one electron Bloch functions o 
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Neverthel¢S$ tt is tound15 tha.t even these matrix elements have 

appreciable values only when the changes in the w.velength (in the 

! z plane) ot an electron are ~ll e~ed with the reciprocal of a 

distance of the, order ot a. l.a.ttice constant4 (See Eq. (14) of 

Reference (l5)).o 

If then1 it is further assumed that ~ (Figo 1) is either much 

smalle:\ than or appl"0ximatel;Y .equal to a lattice aonstant of the 

"surface 1 " the origin of' the coordinates for the wave .functions in 

Eq. ( 26) can be shifted .trcm ! and. g to ! ' ·or ! ' respectively and 

in view of the translational properties just diseussedp one gets 
CD CD 

·<~~) ="<~><~>~~<~><~>TO x= 1" ~ O'r OT · 
1'rO 'f ' . <~~~)r 

(27) 

and similarly for z and !~ Eqo (27) leads to the equivalence of 
- I -

When the two molecules are the same distance from the surface (,! == 90°), 

the points !~ and g_• coincide with ! the midpoint of r 12 and. we 

al.reaa$ have .. < F~ ~~~and (»i~~t). going over into <~mz )
2
). 

and ( ~mx J). , the same ma:trl.x elements appearing in E~i~ 
(Eq, ~)). On the other hand when Q differs from 90° so that 1' -
and 2' are above and below mp writing .... . . ~ 

(29) 
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·m;tght he eA-pected to ;provide a reasonable appro)d.mationo 
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Actually 

somewhat later we shall give another qUite different derivation of 
(3} 

Etl. 'tfhich will show among other asaumptions made abQve" th~ validity 

of Eq. (~9:) .. 

It is, by this time6 apparent that ~qs;; (28) and (29) vQllld. 

penni t the replacement of the matrix .el®lents in E~f~ in terms .of 

E;i~ (-whicll might eventually be viwea as a.n ~U:ieal quantity) 

provi<).ed a simple relation can be tou.nd emong the va.riQ~ components 

of < I ! I~ • :&"ortunatel.y SttQh e. rel.a:Uon does indeed eXist~ fhe 

same proportionality constant betwee< ( r }~ and < ( ,e )~ is 

obtained upon an examination of tvo ver:~ difterent models of a solid 

end the result is perhaps pertectty ~neral.-~ First, it has been 

shown.15 that in the nc:m""degenerate ol:" degenerate free...-eleetron gas 

model of a metal; 

(30) 

Sec on~, it ·~te eonslder an insulattn- 'or a. metal (Ma.rgenau•Polla.rd 16 

model) as made up ot fJ:u,ctuatillg~pOle s-ections (in the sense of 

"dispers1Qn11 tcrces) then < ( r )2"' etco can be ealcula.t~a. from 
~ . /oo 

(31) 

vhe-re den refers to e.n infinitesimal volume element in the sQlid. ............ ' ···, . -

and <. I F . J2 "'- is the ~ctation value of the square 
"\i2tt) /oo 

of the field produced at !! by the section _d ro .. Using 
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where ~ and =- are analogous to ~2 and r 12 of Eq11 ( J.l). and 

fo't th~ components 

(53) 

and similarly for z and !,; l!n ~ being the _!.•CCf!l1PGnent of the 

unit vector in th.a direction from !! to !;• Eqo ('1) can be 

integrated ~atel.y tor each component; e .. g.e 

a -co -co 

m 

1 + 56x2/r2 dx dy dz; (34) 
r 

<f~x)2 ), is related to the polarizability of the solid per unit 

volume (Eqi.(5) 1 (6)). Eqs. (3.5) 11 (~) again lead to exactl.¥ the same 

result as Eq,. (30) after performing t.b.e elementary integra.tionso Thus 

we take Eqo (:50) as a sufficiently general 1·esult .. 

fina.lly 1 combining Eqs. ( 21) P { 22) 1 .( 28), ( 29) and ( 30) 1 ve have 

an a.ppli'Oximate relation between E~~ et:ld. E~i~ analogous to the 

rel.a.ti9n between the eoso energies in Eqs .. (19) and (20h 
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with lt6 e. ·Constant (to be determined empirically When E(2) .--., 01 
_J. ~ .. . 

or trom the theories discussed in .Section B:) and R t.he distance from 1 ""'ll . 

m to the sur.t~e. - . 

rhe d.e:rivation presented e.bov:~ has the advantage of being general 

and independent of the nature of the se)lld.. Everything that ttould 

specifieally involve the solid. has been taken ea.re .of by E~~ ~hieh 
of coUl"Se me.~ 'be viewed. it necessaey as an experimental q~ti ty ... 

However a crucial a.&sunption bas been tnade in Eq. ( 27) depending .on 

the un:i.fotmity or electron and. nuclear distribution at all times1 -· 
an assumption which seems reasonable .intuitively but cannot be fully 

Justified. We shall give another der:tyati.on or Elr~ h.O'(ttever which 

is q.uite independent of the first one1 yet leads essentially to the 

same results as Eq. (35). 

1'he matriJC. elements of the electr.ic fields appearing in Eq,. (22) 

can be evaluated directly if a specific model is adQpted fo:r the solid. 

This eval.uat:t.on would be possible, fo~ instance, for the free electron 

model of a metalJl; however this model is not suitable because 

'Van der 'Waal.a interactions are very $trongly influenced. by eleet:ron 

correlation .. 2114' 21 The u oscillating .. dipoles" model which we have 

already discussed is a valid one tor insulators and even for metals. 16 

To evaluate E~f~ for this model \Te again consider the solid to consist 

of sma.U elementary portions ~.and vrite as in Eq.. (3lh 

(37) 
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Vhere i; ... and Fn." are the fields due to the seetion ®>. at the points 
"'-'.U.U ""'r:::u.J ~ 

! and go Substituting Eq. (}2) and after some manipttl.$tion the 

integral. in Eq. (:~7) beoomes 

r (3 COS 01 ~OS 02 COS Om + 1) 

'. 3 3 
rim rao 

dw 
(38) 

in termS of the angles and distances defining the triangle lal> as -
shown in Fig .. 2~ Ot course the integrand is 3ust the eJq>ression that 

appears in the 11triple dipole" ·energy8 end our task nQW is the 

integration of this energy over the entire solid for given positions 

of 1 and 2 1 a.s in the similar evaluation of E(2) by integrating - - -
(instead of summing) London forces between !J s~1 arui a sect1Qn of 

the solid.''4 We shall integrate Bq. (,S) -for two ~tations of the 

molecules onl.Y.t i.e. G • 0° and Q • 90<>,. 
When 0 t=~ o0 , i.e. 1 and 2 are. on the same norma.l to the surface, - -

the integral A in Eq. ~38) is exactly integrable in cylindrical. 
-- -

coordinates with origin at ! .(Fig. 2). Writing o11 G2, 0(1) and !'J.w' 

!au in these coordinates one gets8 

(39) 

pdp d z 

00 00 ( 2 2)(' 2 2 2) 

J 
cos Ql cos G2 cos Qro dV JJ z .. a z ..,a +p pdpdz 

Ac = 3 -s • ... 211 . 4 · · 2 2 5/2 1 

r lLI> r'~ R 0 [ b - 4 a z ] 
2 2 2 2 m 

and b ~ z + p + a • 

The result is 
(40) 
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Fig. 2. Derivation of ~( 3 ) by integration. 
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~ . 0 
On the other hand, when Q = 90 ~ i.e. when 1 end 2 are in the - -

same monole.yer.P the integration is somewhat more involved due to the 

appearance of cos () in the denom.ina.tOt>s of 

f dV 
Al = . b6 (1 • k2 eos2 ¢)3]2 

A • J a2
{1 ... ~2/b2Hl - p

2 
cos

2 
@la

2
) dV 

c · b~ (1 - k2 cos2 ¢)5/2 (41) 

k2 iii 4a2 P2/b4 

Nevertheless b;y expanding these denominators in binomial series and 

keeping ; .. 4 terms,~~ is obtained to about one percent accuracy: 

A(Q == 90o) ~ o.;4n f(a, Rm) ' 
R m 

2R2 • a2 a2 R4 R4 
f( a, R ) = { m ·. + 0. 320 m 0 422 -m~-

m ;(R2 + a2\ (R2 + a2)3 .. • (R2 + a2)2.. 
m 6 m m · 

a2 a4 a6 } 
+~ .. r+9R6- .... 

m m m . 
where the arctan resulting from the final z integration has also 

. -
been e~panded in a power series of (a/Rm). 

The connection between these and the result of the former 

(42) 

derivation, Eq. (35l; becomes apparent when we substitute the trouble

some quantity,( ( "x )2 ). related to the polarizability of the 
" Cl) /.00) 

metal; in Eq. (38) from !(2) based on the same model16 (See Eq .. (;4)). 

One obtains 

(43a) 

and 

(43b) 
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Eq .. ('3el is ·exactly the •$$tile as ~· (;S) Pl'OVided a~;' lav i.s 

ass-umed. tor E~i~ (~111), and this result lends additional support to the 

assumption ot Eq .. (29) that had beel'l J.Da4e in the previous derivation .. 

on the other h.and, EcJ.• .(4;b) ~ould also he the same as Eq. ('5), if 

!(!!, Bm.) of the :former were to equf?..l. the tactor ot 1/4 1n the ~atter. -
An e~na.ticn ott~ Eq .. (42) reveal:s that t(a, 1\r.) is a very .slowly 

varying tunetion of bOth!. and. !\n' ~d its value remains within 

about + 15%,.of o~a; <Ner the ~levant ~es of these variables. 
~ - . 

fh~ previous derivation of !q)t (:55) ha.d b~en q.uite t~;tdependent 

of the nattre or the solid1 a~, tor 1nsta.nee! the ,t's are not 

restricted to d.ip()le tield.s as i.n the $econd d.er1vati()n. Yet, when 

the pr()p¢r (e~g~ empirical when < !),8" 0) !_(2) 's are used in both:; 

the tvo derivatic.ms .lead essentiallu to the same resuJ.t ( ~t least 

:f'or the 1nt~st1ng eases., 0 • o9 and Q • 90° examined). This is 

not .s~is:tng1 however_, since M:3 difterences that wouid ha.v:e arisen ' 

between the resUlts ct the two 4er1va.t1ons as a consequence of the 

specitic model used in the second;; .flre largely cancelled ;tn the 

elimination o~ (~X >2"- Which is common to both E(:a) and E(;) ~ - " m /oo · ..... fl.. - f'l.. 

E~3.) and. E(;) in Eqs. (l.9) ~nd. '(:?5) have the same dependence e.s. fl. · · · -·· 
on i and t 12 end can be combined together gi v1ng the total surface 

intermolecUlar potential Eg: 

(44) 
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The "electrostatic" or average field < Fz )co is independent of 

the ~'l coordinates on the surface and we have also made the 

approximation 

UCRL-8835 

(45) 

and used the average field at ~· The total !i~~ cannot be related 

to the total !i~)' because the relative importance of the~· 
terms are quite different in each case. Nevertheless Eq. (44) 

can be put into a very useful form .after substituting for < Fz ""-m/oo 

from Eq. (20) ~ 

(46) 

where 
. -= ( 681 + 15 s ). 
s-,0+0 , 

1 s 

and we have defined the parameter 

E(2) (Rm) E(2) 
r = e.s. e.s. = m E(2) E(2) + E( 2) (R ) 

ls m e.s. fL 

(47) 

i.e. the "electrostatic" fraction of the total van der Waals 

attraction of a molecule at m to the surface. 7 is not a constant 
""'m 
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(2) . ' 4 ~3 but depends on R . » because E,...1 vat>ies in general P as R whereas -m =.,. o . m) 

E(a) falls ott ex:ponentially.1' However if' we ere interested in 
-eoSo . · 

the behaviour of molecules strictly in a monolayer~ then we find 

a simple proportionality betveen Et~) and E{a)o In genezoal the 
di<)I:J cltli;ir> 

range of !m that is important for Et;) is not very large so that we 

might replace zm by an average 1 either over the whole range or at 

least up to a certain ( and then assume r m • 0 tor Rm > a:& 
If' a Lennerd.,.J'ones (12.,6) potential had been assumed between 

two molecUles (e.go in inert gases), when the molecules are adsorbed 

on a .surface the new intermolecular potential is modified and now 

becomes 

I 2 · 
~l .. 3 cos Q) 

provided the orig1nal!~~2 repulsion ha.s not been altered a:PPreciably 

by the surface. .·~ and !o are unchanged and are the gas phase 

parameters .. 17 ~<.!tm> includes both the eo(:lo and !!o contributions 

(Eq .. (46)) • When more than two molecules are considered on the 

surface6 the total potential energy of interaction ~etween the 

molecules themselves rill be obtained by summing e].
2 

over all pairs o 

In other words~ the intemolecular energy is still npairwise 

additive'' to the same extent as the gas phase tennard .. Jones potential. 

Ba.dell has found that tor a system of molecules. the third order 

energy is "triple ... Wise additiveo u With a system of molecules and 

the surface the only additional triplets that we haven~t included 

(48) 
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in !.(.:;) is the utr1ple .. dipole" enerf!38 of three adsorbed molecules 

and this of course is the same as in the gas pha.se" 'l'he0.:'pairwise

a.ddi ti Vi ty" ot !-, { r 12 ~ 9 Eq e~ ( 48 » fl to the same extent as 'the Lennard-. 

Jones (12 ... 6) !{.£12) tollO'II!h An estimate of the contribution of 

higher order pertttl\'l'bat1ons to e; a ( r 
12

) can also be obtained from the 

work of Bade11 with ~£erence to the model we have used in the second 

derivation of E(')" Replacing SUllmla.tion over the solid by integration 

as in Eq .. (37) the effect of higher ot"der pert-urbations on !.k can 

be shown to be negligi'bleo This is to be expected since the higher 

terms involve higher inverse powers of the distances .. 

The full use of Eqs~ (46) 8 {47) and (48) in conJunction with 

eXperimental data and re).ativ·e magnitudes of si3
1

) and EC5) will be 
"' o SoB• 

discussed in the next seotiono 
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D) Applications and !iapitudes 

~(3) as .Siven by Eq9 (46) can be obtaiaed most directly when the 

electrostatic effects are quite u.tdlrl,po~~ ae om. most iaSula.tors. 3 

One only has to substitute for •1:) ~ lspecle.Uy in a "mouol.a.yer 11 

the repulsion between two atoms can be estima"tted s1mpl.1' by using 

1.5 !!o· f'or !i:>; (Eq. ·~9)>,if' .~:·assume the a~ms to be restricted to 

their minimum energy distances (~) trom the s~face and 'behave like 

a two dimensioDal gas; then one does not .need an estimate of this 

distance R = R but only u , the energy of' adsorption at zero -m ;;;.o -{) 

coverage. 

The ~st straightforward application of Eq6 ( 46) is Ut. connection 

with the virial coefficients treatment of physical adsor.pt>ion. 5 There, 

!l=) can be obtained without the complieations of non .. zero coverage 

from !!18, the "second surface Virial coefficient" involviJ:lg a s1ngl.e 

. molecule and the surface. ( When f is not negligible, the total !( 2 ) 

might be approximated by a general ~n law e,.nd its pare;me'ters obtained 

from a best .tit to !l.s data.. Similarly !l~ 1s related to _!128, "the 

two-molecu.le-surtace viria.l coefticient~ A combination of' ~l.S and 

~128 would enable one to set 8n esti.maw of u average To Notice that 

although in general it :1s d:tfficult to estimate a reliable value for 

o , the surface "mean excitation energy" o its appearance in A and A -s , -o ;;;;J_ 

of Eq. (46) is not criticaL Because~ varies only f'rom unity to two
1 

and~ from six to seven as (3~/61 ) l"S.llgeS from infinity to zero. .In 

general ~ will lie close to l. 5 and ~ to 6 .. 5 .. 

A few appli ca. tions with . actual da,ta will serve to demonstrate the 

use of some of these ideas and at the same time show the relative 

magnitudes of E(3)and E (3) • 
-~L. - e.a. 
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Ehrlich and Hudda 7 have estimated the heat of desorption of Xe 

on tungsten to be about 8 keal/mole a11d ~:~" .... 1.6 keal/mole. 

If we neglect any effects of DOD-~ro coverage and assume that 

(8 - 1.6) = 6.4 kcal/mole represents the energy minimum !!a of a· 

Lennard-Janes (9 ... 3) potential9 then E~21 ) fa ) ·,... 9o6 kcal/mole. 
-.~. • -'0 

I 2 4 
- The same vs.l.ue is obtained from Kirkwood-Miiller formula ' at 

~ = 3.1 A. 0 1 so that this estimate is reasoMble. Taking 6
8 

very 

roughly as twice the ionization potential ! of· tungsten atom (see 

Section~ about &1 's).l' ~ - 1.59. With these values one gets 

!~i! - 0.163 kcal/.mole and ~~~o ,.. 0.133 kcaljmole, at .;:12 = !o and 

when e = 90° and the two molecules are at their equilibrium distance 

from the surface. Comparing these figures with the gas phase Lenna.rd

Jon.es (12-6) potential millimum, !o' between two .Xe atome 9 we observe 

tbat Ei13) amounts to .... 37% and E{3) ... 3o% of e ., The resulting inter-
-· . -e.s. -o 

molec\llar potential is the curve (b) in Fig. 3· On the other hand if 

ve consider the case of the two molecules on top of another as in 

multilayer formation we get El3
1

) ,.., - 0.18 1£ P ioeo an attraction when 
-.L • -o 

the first molecule is at !!1 - 3·5 ! 0 and ! 12 = !o• 
27 . 

Freeman has studied the adsorption of single atoms of !r on 

alumiDa and A on carbon black. Neglecting the~· effects for this 

27M. P. Freeman, J. Phys. Chem., 2h 723 {l958)o 
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Fig. 3. Potential energy of interaction between two Xe 
atoms. 

Curve a- Lennard-Jones (12-6) potential in the gas 
phase. 

Curve b - Lennard-Jones (12-6) plus the third order 
repulsion between two Xe atoms in a monolayer 
on tungsten. Both atomsare the same distance, 
R , from the surface. 

0 
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system and using E1(
2) = 1.5 U = 4.58 kcal/mole27 and o "" 862 ev. -s ~ . s 

" 2 estimated by comparing the Kirkwood-MUller and London formulas, one 

obtains E1(2:5) (R ) "" 23.1~ of E tat r 12 = r and Q = 90° and about -s-o -o- -o 

~10~ e attraction when Q = o0
• -o 

Of course very often it is also possible to estimate ~(;) using 

a calculated value of !~~ ~ ~ ~. from Kirkwood-MUller 's formula" For 

instance, the attraction of~ to tungsten, !~i~' is found to be 

""' 6.9 kcal/mole at a distance of R "" 3 A by this formula. This -o 

leads to 0.32 E repulsion in the monolayer at r 12 = r • (The Lennard--o - . -o 

Jones parameters, e , r in the above calculations as well as I 's he:we 
-o -o 

been taken from Reference 20, P• 339). 

Finally the estimation of 1 from data can be demonstrated on the 

system: ~ and carbon black. At the distance of minimum energy, !!a' 
one has 

l. 5 u {1 ~ 1) 
0 (49) 

if it is assumed that a Lennard-Janes (9-3) potential has been fitted 

only to Ef(21) excluding E(2) • We take 5 ""2 I ~ 22.4 ev and from 
- • -ecSo --6 -

Freeman
2
7 lo5 !!a = 5.8 kcal/mole. Then for a total repulsion, !i~~ 

between two ~atoms in a 11mO.I\@layer 11 that would amount to about 70% of 

e at r12 = r , as in the Xe - W case, one would get r"" 3~· This 
-o - -o - -

number compares favorably with 7"" 30~ that one gets from Eq. (49) 

after calculating !~i~ from Kirkwood-Maller's formula at~ = 2.94 ~. 27 

The results presented above might be summarized by stating that 

the third ... order perturbation introduces~ aside from the "electrostatic" 

effect, a repulsion between the molecules in a monolayer which amounts 
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to about 20 - ~ ot their gas phase potential minimum, !o (at 

!12 = !0)" The same third .. order "fluctuationu energy gives rise to 

an attraction, if two molecules lie on top ot one another, which 

might be about 10 .. 2<JC1, of « .. 1'h1s additional attraction is among 
'""0 

the factors contributing to the fot"mation of multila.yers ("multi-

moleoular adsor-ption") o 

It is well known that with a relatively dense adsorbate resembling 

a liquid only a small amount of addi t::l.onal attraction above and beyond 

the heat of liquefaction of the adsorbate is needed to provide f.or 

the formation of multilayerso3 Although the.~eater portion of this 

. . 28 29 
energy is p:rov1.ded by the ordinary van der Waals field of the surface, 1 · 

28
r.ro Lo Hill1 ~dva.nces in Ca·tall(sis., !' 2'6 (1952) 

29 6 ( ) Go D., Halsey, lbid, 4a 2 5 1952 o 
- •6\t> 

ioeo by!~~~ (~o!o effects decreasing exponentially from the surface, 

might be negligible in the additional layers) !~~ as discussed ~bove 
is also a contributing factor; in the !! • ~ example with only two 

molecules on the surface E~ ~) amounts to roughly ten percent of the 
-.u;;S 

!~i ~ acting on the top molecule at !!e "' 8 A, 
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